For other results on Picard sets we refer to l2l, l4l, and [5] .
Lemmas
Matsumoto [3] Let zo arrd b1r, k:1, 2, ... , be the zeros and poles of / and let / have un zetos and u, poles in lz-a,l=1/la,l. We choose z€C, such that lr-bol=y'V,lu, for any k, and applying the Poisson-Jensen formula with R:lo,lfq we get log 3 = toelf?)l = rn(R,-1ffi *,,2 ;.elfffll-,,ä^ "tlwl = o (r 1n, /1) + @, -u S log @, + u,lo g u, + o (n (p, -) log .iR). It follows from (vi) that n(r, -):O(log r)rtz, and we see now from (4) that
Therefore ur<uo fot all large values of n, and \Ye get n(r, 0) = (1 + o (t)) n (r, -; for la,l *llla,l<r<.1a,*tl-lllan*rl, n>-no. This implies that tr[(r, 0) = (l +o(l»N(r, -) and therefore ä(0,/)=0. However, the growth condition (vi) quarantees that / has at most one deficient value. We are led to a contradiction and we see that if
x:K(q) is chosen by (v), then any non-rational/for which ä(-,/)>0 takes at least one of the three values 0, 1 and c infinitely often in C-^S. By means of a linear transformation, we conclude now that any transcendental g with ä(-,g)>Q takes every value with at most two exceptions infinitely often in C-,S, and Theorem I is proved.
Proof of Theorem 2
Let q, a^ and d, be as in Theorem 2. We shall consider the function f(r): ,n firo-zla).
If n is large we see easily that lf(z)l>3 on the circle lzl:lo,lq't'. Therefore it follows from Rouch6's theorem thatf has exactly one l-point on the ring domain la,lq-Ll2=lzl=la,lqu2. We denote this l-point by bn.In order to prove -xz + qn -2k ((q -Dl*l -un -zrt +r) >-xz if k>mz and Ao(x)>mrxz for any k. Therefore log lh(x)l =-(n-l) log lxl -| "Al) log I -ffit,
and we see that log l/(x)l > log ld*l a,l + (n + 3) los lxl -| n @ -r) log qm u.
Here n log 4:fsg la),log lxl=1og la"l-llla,l and togld,ta,l:-'\:-l1"l'-togla*l:-(,+!)bsp^1, and we note that log l/(x)l>2logla,l-mu=Q for all large n. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
